We consider ergodic backward stochastic differential equations in a discrete time setting, where noise is generated by a finite state Markov chain. We show existence and uniqueness of solutions, along with a comparison theorem. To obtain this result, we use a Nummelin splitting argument to obtain ergodicity estimates for a discrete time Markov chain which hold uniformly under suitable perturbations of its transition matrix. We conclude with an application of this theory to a treatment of an ergodic control problem.
1 Introducing Discrete Time BSDEs
Introduction
Over the last 25 years, Backward Stochastic Differential Equations (BSDEs) have been extensively researched, and established as a fundamental object in mathematical finance and stochastic control. Here, one is typically interested in the solution process (Y, Z) of an equation of the form
for some generator (or driver) function f and some F T -measurable terminal condition ξ, where W is an n-dimensional Brownian motion.
When the cost of a control problem is considered in an ergodic manner, that is, it is the long run behaviour which is important, the associated equations turn out to be examples of a variation of these equations, named 'Ergodic BSDEs', which typically take the form Having been first introduced in Fuhrman, Hu and Tessitore [10] , the theory of these equations and their link to ergodic control problems have been researched over the last few years; see Richou [13] , Debussche, Hu and Tessitore [8] and Cohen and Fedyashov [5] . In Cohen and Hu [6] , these equations were considered in the case where noise is generated by a continuous time, countable state Markov chain. This paper considers the discrete time analogue of these equations, where noise is generated by a discrete time, finite state Markov chain. In Section 2 we shall extend the existing theory of discrete time BSDEs, as given in Cohen and Elliott [3] , to a class of infinite horizon 'discounted' BSDEs. Section 3 is a brief digression to the study of uniformly ergodic Markov chains in discrete time, in which we shall show how to obtain ergodicity estimates for a Markov chain which are robust under a suitable perturbation of its transition matrix. These estimates have not been previously obtained in a discrete time setting and are of independent interest in the study of the ergodic properties of discrete time Markov chains.
We shall then make use of these estimates in Section 4 to construct a suitable limiting procedure with which to prove the existence of bounded Markovian solutions to discrete time Ergodic BSDEs. We will also prove a comparison theorem, and observe the relationship between the Markovian solution and the ergodic measure of the underlying Markov chain. Finally, in Section 5 we shall show how our theory can be applied to a particular ergodic control problem.
Finite horizon BSDEs
We will begin by introducing the theory of finite horizon, discrete time BSDEs, as established in [3] .
Consider an underlying discrete time, finite state stochastic process X. Without loss of generality, we may assume that X takes values in the standard basis of R N , for some N ∈ N. That is, for each t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, X t ∈ X := {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e N }, where e k = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) * ∈ R N , and [ · ] * denotes vector (or matrix) transposition.
Let (Ω, F , {F t } t≥0 , P) be a filtered probability space, where F t is the completion of the σ-algebra generated by the process X up to time t, and assume that F = F ∞ := t≥0 F t . Remark 1.1. We have not assumed that F is complete, nor that F 0 contains all the P-null sets in F ∞ . Later, we will consider our processes under a variety of different probability measures, and we do not wish for P-null events in the tail σ-algebra to be known at finite times, as these events may occur with positive probability under a new measure.
Note that the atoms of F t are sets of positive measure of the form {ω ′ ∈ Ω : X s (ω ′ ) = X s (ω) for all s ≤ t} for some ω ∈ Ω, up to a null set in F t . We will find that much of our analysis can be done by restricting our attention to individual atoms. For t ≥ 1, let M t := X t − E[X t | F t−1 ], which we note defines a martingale difference sequence M .
We now define a backward stochastic difference equation (BSDE) as an equation of the form
where T > 0 is a finite deterministic terminal time, f : Ω × {0, . . . , T − 1} × R × R N → R is an adapted map, and ξ : Ω → R is an F T -measurable random variable. By "f is adapted" we mean that, for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}, the map from Ω × R × R N → R given by (ω, y, z) → f (ω, t, y, z) is F t ⊗ B(R) ⊗ B(R N )-measurable. Since there are only finitely many possible paths for X up to time t, F t is sufficiently coarse that all F t -measurable real-valued functions belong to L 1 (Ω, F t , P) and L ∞ (Ω, F t , P). A solution to the BSDE (1.1) is a pair (Y, Z) of adapted processes, taking values in R × R N , such that
holds for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T } and almost all ω. Definition 1.2. We will denote by · Mt+1 the stochastic seminorm on the space of R N -valued, F t -measurable random variables given by
and write Z t ∼ Mt+1 Z ′ t whenever Z t − Z ′ t Mt+1 = 0 a.s. We also denote by · M the seminorm on the space of adapted processes in R N given by
and write Z ∼ M Z ′ whenever Z − Z ′ M = 0. It is clear that Z ∼ M Z ′ if and only if Z t ∼ Mt+1 Z ′ t for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}. It is also easy to see that ∼ M and ∼ Mt+1 are both equivalence relations.
We will construct the solutions of our BSDE by making use of the following Martingale Representation Theorem from Elliott and Yang [9] .
for all t. Further, the process Z is unique up to equivalence ∼ M .
Proof. By the Doob-Dynkin Lemma (see for example Shiryaev [15, p.174] ), for each t, there exists a function g t : X × X × · · · × X → R such that
Define Z t as the F t -measurable, R N -valued random variable with components given by e As L is a martingale, we see that Z * The following theorem provides sufficient conditions for the existence of a unique solution to our finite horizon BSDE. In general, these conditions are also necessary for a unique solution to exist for all terminal conditions ξ, as shown in [3, Corollary 2] . Theorem 1.5. Suppose our driver f is such that the following two assumptions hold:
(ii) For any z ∈ R N , any t and for almost all ω, the map
is a bijection R → R. Proof. We shall construct the solution using backward induction. Note that Y T = ξ is the unique solution for Y at time T . Suppose that we have found a solution for Y at time t + 1. The one step dynamics of (1.1) are given by
Taking an E[ · | F t ] expectation gives 3) and substituting this back into (1.2), we obtain
It follows that any adapted solution (Y t , Z t ) at time t must satisfy both (1.3) and (1.4). By Corollary 1.4, there exists an R N -valued F t -measurable random variable Z t such that (1.4) holds, and this variable is unique up to equivalence ∼ Mt+1 .
With this Z t , it follows from assumption (i) that equation (1.3) is now uniquely determined as an equation in Y t . By assumption (ii), for almost all ω, this equation has a unique solution Y t (ω). The pair (Y t , Z t ) is then the unique solution of the BSDE at time t, and we can therefore construct the full solution (Y, Z) by backward induction. Since for each t, Y t is unique up to equality a.s. and Z t is unique up to ∼ Mt+1 , it follows that the solution (Y, Z) is unique up to indistinguishability for Y , and ∼ M for Z.
BSDEs on Markov chains
Let us now consider the case when our underlying process X is a discrete time, finite state Markov chain under P. To keep our notation somewhat consistent with the continuous time theory in [6] , we shall define the transition matrix A t = [a ij ] of the Markov chain X by a ij = P(X t+1 = i | X t = j), so that the columns of the matrix give the probability distributions associated with the transitions of the chain. Note that X is allowed to be time-inhomogeneous, so that its transition matrix A t can vary (deterministically) through time.
Notice that now
Definition 1.6. We shall say that a driver f is Markovian if at every time t, the value of f only depends on ω through the value of X t . That is, f is Markovian if it can be written as f (ω, t, y, z) =f (X t , t, y, z) for some functioñ 
for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1} and all e k ∈ X such that P(X t = e k ) > 0.
Proof. We shall prove the existence of the function v by backward induction in
Suppose that for some t we have found a function v(t + 1, · ) : X → R such that Y t+1 = v(t + 1, X t+1 ). Recall from the proofs of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.5, that the k th component of Z t is given by e * k Z t = g t (X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X t , e k ), where, in this case,
(1.6)
Note that the sum on the right-hand side of (1.6) does not depend on X t+1 , so that this term corresponds to the addition of a multiple of 1 to Z t , where 1 denotes the vector in R N with all entries equal to 1. However, we infer from Definition 1.2 that 1 Mt+1 = 0, so the addition of multiples of 1 does not change the value of Z t up to equivalence ∼ Mt+1 . We may therefore ignore this term, and deduce that e * k Z t = v(t + 1, e k ) for all e k ∈ X . By assumption, the driver f can be written as f (ω, t, y, z) =f (X t , t, y, z) for some functionf . From the proof of Theorem 1.5, Y t is given by the (a.s. unique) solution of the equation:
Hence, since Z t and E[Y t+1 | F t ] are both deterministic functions of X t , it follows that the same is true of Y t , so there must exist a function v(t, · ) : X → R such that Y t = v(t, X t ). We therefore deduce the existence of the required function v by backward induction. The equation (1.5) follows from the one-step dynamics of (1.1).
Infinite Horizon BSDEs

Discounted BSDEs
We now introduce a 'discounted' BSDE as an infinite horizon equation of the form:
where α > 0 is a fixed constant. Here T is no longer a fixed terminal time.
Instead, both t and T may take any finite values such that 0 ≤ t < T . A solution of this equation is an adapted process (Y, Z) such that (2.1) holds a.s. for every 0 ≤ t < T . In this section we will show that this equation admits unique bounded solutions for a suitable class of drivers. Similar results are considered in a continuous time setting in Royer [14] and in [6] , however the discrete time case has not been previously considered. We will return to the case when X is a Markov chain in Section 2.2. However, the theory we present here for discounted BSDEs holds much more generally.
Remark 2.1. Recall Definition 1.2. In light of our infinite horizon setting, we will henceforth write
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that for any t ≥ 0, y ∈ R, z, z ′ ∈ R N and any atom F ∈ F t , the driver f satisfies
in which case the inequality can be replaced by an equality. Then, for any adapted processes Y, Z, Z ′ , there exists a probability measure Q on (Ω, F ), which is equivalent to P on F t for every finite t, and such that
is a martingale under Q.
Proof. We will define Q inductively in t. First let Q| F0 = P| F0 . Next, suppose that we have defined Q on F t for some t ≥ 0. Let F be an atom of F t (so that Q(F ) > 0), and let
where here all variables are evaluated on F . Note that 
where here conv • (·) denotes the interior of the convex hull of a subset of R. If min S F t = 0, then it follows from (2.3) that S F t = {0}, and hence, by assumption, that
It follows from the definition of convexity that, in either case, for each i ∈ J 
The measure Q is now defined on the whole of F t+1 and therefore, by induction, on s≥0 F s . By Carathéodory's extension theorem (see for example [15, p.152] ), there exists a unique extension of Q to a probability measure on F = σ s≥0 F s . By construction, Q is equivalent to P on F t , for any t ≥ 0. Further, for any t, F and i ∈ J 
It follows from (2.4) that the above expression is equal to zero on every atom F of F t . Hence, as required,M is a martingale under Q.
Remark 2.3. Note that the measure Q constructed in the proof of Proposition 2.2 is by no means uniquely defined, as in general there will be many ways of choosing the constants µ F i such that the required conditions hold. We also note that in general Q will not be equivalent to P on F , which is why it was important that we did not assume that F 0 contains all the P-null sets in F . Definition 2.4. We shall say that a driver f is Lipschitz in z, if there exists L > 0 such that, for any t and any
a.s.
We will now proceed to prove a result on the existence and uniqueness of bounded solutions to our discounted BSDE. The proof is an adaptation of that of [6, Theorem 2.10] into our discrete time setting.
Theorem 2.5. Let α > 0, and suppose that the driver f : Ω × N × R N → R is independent of y, and satisfies the following conditions:
• f satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.2, and
• f (ω, t, 0) is uniformly bounded by some C > 0. 
Then there exists an adapted solution
Proof. First we will show that if a bounded solution exists, then it is unique. Suppose we have two bounded solutions (Y, Z) and (
, and consider the one-step dynamics, given by
By Proposition 2.2, there exists a probability measure Q 1 such that
is a martingale under Q 1 . It follows that δY t = (1 + α)
, and hence, by induction, that
for all r > t. Note that the above holds Q 1 -a.s., but since Q 1 is equivalent to P on F t for every finite t, there is no distinction here between Q 1 -a.s. and P-a.s. Since Y and Y ′ are both uniformly bounded, the same is true of δY . We then deduce, upon taking the limit as r → ∞ in the above, that δY t = 0 a.s. It follows that Y = Y ′ , up to P and Q 1 -indistinguishability. Substituting back into (2.7), we deduce that δZ * t M t+1 = 0, and hence that Z ∼ M Z ′ . We now proceed to prove existence. It follows from the Lipschitz condition that the driver of (2.6) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.5, so the solution (Y T , Z T ) exists uniquely. First we show that Y T is bounded. By Proposition 2.2, there exists a probability measure Q
is a martingale under Q T 2 , where we let Z T t = 0 for t ≥ T . It follows from the one-step dynamics of (2.6) that
Using the above as the basis of an inductive argument yields 
By Proposition 2.2, there exists a probability measure Q
. It follows by induction that
for all t < r ≤ T . Then, by the boundedness established above,
Hence, we see that
is a Cauchy sequence in T with respect to the L ∞ norm. Therefore, for any t ≥ 0, there exists an F t -measurable random variable
, and this convergence is clearly uniform on finite sets in t. Further, Y = {Y t } t≥0 is also uniformly bounded by C/α.
Taking an E P [ · | F t ] expectation in (2.8), we deduce that
and it follows that Z T t * M t+1 T >t is a Cauchy sequence in T . Hence, there
Recall the one-step dynamics of (2.6), given by
It follows from the Lipschitz condition that f (ω, t, Z
Finally, taking the limit as T → ∞ in (2.9), we deduce that
and that this holds for every t ≥ 0. Note that these are the one-step dynamics of (2.5). Hence, (Y, Z) is a bounded adapted solution of (2.5), which we know is unique among such solutions.
γ-balanced drivers
We now return to the case when our underlying process X is a (possibly timeinhomogeneous) Markov chain under P, with associated transition matrix A t . Definition 2.6. Let A and B be transition matrices and let γ ∈ (0, 1). We shall say that B is γ-controlled by A (or B is controlled by A with constant γ), and write B γ A, if B ≥ γA componentwise. If B γ A and A γ B then we will write A ∼ γ B.
Remark 2.7. Writing A = [a ij ] and B = [b ij ], it is easy to check that the statement B γ A is equivalent to the condition
We also note that A ∼ γ B if and only if A and B have the same pattern of zero entries, and
for all i, j such that a ij = 0.
Definition 2.8. We shall say that a driver f is γ-balanced if for some γ ∈ (0, 1), there exists a random field ψ :
N which is adapted (in the same sense as f ), and such that for any t ≥ 0, y ∈ R, z, z ′ ∈ R N and for almost all ω, we have
where here 0/0 := 1, and
, where we recall that 1 denotes the vector in R N with all entries equal to 1. Lemma 2.9. If a driver f is γ-balanced, then it is Lipschitz in z, with Lipschitz constant 1/γ.
Proof. Let ψ = ψ(ω, t, z, z ′ ) be the random field associated with f in Definition 2.8. Let t ≥ 0 and let F be an atom of F t . Suppose that X t takes the value e j on F . Writing
This holds on every atom F of F t , and the result follows. Proof. Let ψ = ψ(ω, t, z, z ′ ) be the random field associated with f in Definition 2.8. Let t ≥ 0, y ∈ R, z, z ′ ∈ R N and let F be any atom of F t . Recall the notation J F t := {i : P(X t+1 = e i | F ) > 0}. Writing ψ = [ψ i ], we see, from the properties of ψ given in Definition 2.8, that ψ i > 0 ⇐⇒ e * i A t X t > 0 ⇐⇒ i ∈ J F t , and hence that i∈J F t ψ i = 1, and
, where the conditional expectation is evaluated on F . Note that 11) and hence that min S
This establishes the conditions of Proposition 2.2.
The following lemma is a discrete time version of [2, Lemma 2].
Lemma 2.11. Fix γ ∈ (0, 1). Let {f u } u∈U be a family of γ-balanced drivers that are independent of y, and for each u ∈ U let ψ u (ω, t, z, z ′ ) be the random field associated with f u . Let
Suppose |g(ω, t, z)| < ∞ for all t, z and almost all ω. Then g is also γ-balanced, and similarly for sup u∈U {f u }.
Proof. By property (i) of Definition 2.8, the functions {f u } u∈U are continuous in z, uniformly in u. It follows that g is a continuous, and hence measurable function of z.
Fix t ≥ 0. As F t can be made up from finitely many atoms, there exists a single null set N t ∈ F t such that N ′ ⊆ N t for every null set N ′ ∈ F t . For simplicity, define g(ω, t, z) = 0 for ω ∈ N t .
For every ω ∈ N t and every z, z ′ ∈ R N , we can find a sequence {u n } n≥1 in U (dependent on z, z ′ ) such that, omitting the arguments ω, t for clarity,
For each n, ψ un (z, z ′ ) is a stochastic vector, i.e. it belongs to the compact subset
whereψ(z, z ′ ) is a stochastic vector which satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) of Definition 2.8. In addition,ψ can be constructed in such a way that it is measurable in z, z ′ (see [4, Theorem A.10.5] ). Further, by (2.12), we have
By a similar argument, there exists a stochastic vectorψ(z, z ′ ), which also satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) of Definition 2.8, is measurable in z, z ′ , and is such that
We have, for each u ∈ U,
from which we deduce that
With 0/0 := 1/2, it follows that
and we see that the random fieldψ(ω, t, z, z ′ ) satisfies all the conditions of Definition 2.8 for the driver g, and hence that g is γ-balanced.
The proof for sup u∈U {f u } is similar.
Markovian solutions
We showed in Lemma 1.7 that, if X, f and the terminal condition ξ are all Markovian, i.e. at time t they only depend on ω through the value of X t , then so is the solution (Y, Z) of the corresponding finite horizon BSDE. We shall now extend this result to our infinite horizon equations. As previously, we assume throughout that X is a Markov chain with transition matrix A t .
Lemma 2.12. Let α > 0, let f be a Markovian driver satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.5, and let (Y, Z) be the unique bounded solution of the associated discounted BSDE. Then there exists a deterministic function v : N × X → R such that, for all t, Y t = v(t, X t ) and e * k Z t = v(t + 1, e k ) for all e k ∈ X . Moreover, writing v t+1 for the vector in R N with entries e * k v t+1 = v(t + 1, e k ), the function v satisfies
for all t and all e k ∈ X such that P(X t = e k ) > 0.
Proof. Let (Y T , Z T ) denote the (unique adapted) solution of the finite horizon BSDE (2.6). Note that we are in the situation of Lemma
Note that the one-step dynamics of the infinite horizon BSDE (2.5) are identical to the one-step dynamics of the corresponding finite horizon BSDE (2.6). Therefore, given the value of Y t+1 , we can construct the value of Z t exactly as in the finite horizon case. In fact, since Y t+1 is Markovian, we can apply the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1.7 to deduce that e * k Z t = v(t + 1, e k ) for all e k ∈ X . The equation (2.13) follows from the one-step dynamics of (2.5).
Corollary 2.13. Recall the conditions of Lemma 2.12. Suppose that X is time-homogeneous, so that A = A t does not depend on t, and that the driver f =f (X t , z) is also independent of t. Then the same is true of the function v given in Lemma 2.12.
Proof. The discounted BSDE (2.5) is given in this case by
Note that, given X u , the summands are independent of u. By the uniqueness of solutions established in Theorem 2.5, the same must therefore be true of the solution (Y u , Z u ), and the result follows.
Uniformly Ergodic Markov Chains
The main aim of this section is to obtain ergodicity estimates for a discrete time Markov chain which hold uniformly for a suitable class of perturbations of its transition matrix. We will loosely follow the argument given in Section 3 of [6] , by adapting the main steps into the discrete time setting. Henceforth, we will assume that all the Markov chains we consider are time-homogeneous.
Uniform ergodicity
The following lemma will turn out to be a useful tool for improving bounds on expectations, and improves slightly the estimate given in [6, Lemma 3.3] .
Lemma 3.1. Let T be a random variable, and consider G(β) = sup ν E ν e βT , where ν is a parametrisation of probability measures under which the expectation is taken. Suppose there exist finite constants β * , K > 0 such that G(β * ) ≤ K. Then, for any ǫ > 0,
so that e cβ * T ≤ 1 + ce β * T for any T ≥ 0. Then, for any given measure ν in the class considered, we have
Taking the supremum over all measures ν, we deduce the result.
Definition 3.2. LetM(X ) denote the vector space (over R) of finite signed measures on (X , P(X )). We will endow this space with the total variation norm, given by
for µ ∈M(X ). By standard results,M(X ) is a Banach space. Let M denote the set of probability measures on (X , P(X )). Note that M is a closed subset ofM(X ).
Definition 3.3. Let X be a Markov chain on X , and P t its transition operator, so that P t µ is the law of X t given X 0 ∼ µ. We say that the chain X is uniformly ergodic if there exists a probability measure π on X , and constants R, ρ > 0 such that sup
In this case π is the unique invariant measure for X.
Under our assumptions of discrete time chains on a finite state space, we have the following simple classification of uniformly ergodic chains. Note that, by Lemma 3.1, we can make G * (β) arbitrarily close to 1 by choosing β sufficiently small.
Split chains
Recall from Definition 2.6, that we say B is γ-controlled by A, and write B γ A, if B ≥ γA componentwise, and we write A ∼ γ B if both B γ A and A γ B.
Theorem 3.5. Let A and B be transition matrices such that B is γ-controlled by A for some γ ∈ (0, 1). If, under the measure induced by A, the chain X is uniformly ergodic, then X is also uniformly ergodic under the measure induced by B. Furthermore, the constants R and ρ in Definition 3.3 depend only on A and γ, and R can be made arbitrarily close to 1 (with a corresponding decrease in ρ).
In our discrete time, finite state setting, the fact that X is uniformly ergodic under the measure induced by B is trivial. The interesting part of Theorem 3.5 is the claim there exist constants of ergodicity R, ρ which hold for all transition matrices B such that B γ A. We shall make use of this result in Section 4, in the proof of existence of bounded Markovian solutions to Ergodic BSDEs.
The proof of this theorem is the main purpose of this section. To do this we will use a Nummelin splitting argument, the broad theory of which is described in Meyn and Tweedie [12, Chapter 5] . We will assume the conditions of the theorem throughout the remainder of the section. Definition 3.6. Define the split space of X to beX := X × {0, 1}. We will also denote the layers of the splitting by X 0 := X × {0} and X 1 := X × {1}, so thať X = X 0 ∪ X 1 . Given y ∈ X , denote the corresponding elements in X 0 and X 1 byy 0 andy 1 respectively.
Let ν ∈M(X ). For each y ∈ X , leť
This defines a split measureν on X , P(X ) . Similarly, we define the splitting of a column vector φ ∈ R N via the splitting mapΠ :
where here 0 is the zero vector in R N .
Remark 3.7. Note that these splittings are consistent in the following way. Consider a measure ν as a vector in R N , so that ν({y}) = y * ν for each y ∈ X . Similarly, consider the split measureν as a vector in R 2N , so thať
for each y ∈ X . Then we see that the split measureν corresponds precisely to the split vectorΠ(ν). Notice that if ν is a probability measure on X , thenν is a probability measure onX . Equivalently, if φ is a stochastic vector in R N , thenΠ(φ) is a stochastic vector in R 2N .
Definition 3.8. We can define the splitting of a matrix by splitting its columns as in the previous definition. That is, given a matrix M , defině
Definition 3.9. Recall the assumptions of Theorem 3.5, in particular that A and B are transition matrices with B γ A for some γ ∈ (0, 1). Let
and let B = Č Ǎ , i.e. the augmented matrix formed fromČ andǍ. Note that C and B are both transition matrices.
We can now define a new Markov chainX on the split spaceX , which jumps according to transition matrix B. Intuitively, transitions occur from a statex ∈ X 0 according to the vector Cx, and from a statex ∈ X 1 according to the vector Ax (where x is the projection ofx in X ), except that the result is randomly split between the layers X 0 and X 1 with probabilities 1 − γ and γ respectively.
Proof. By the definitions ofΠ, B and C, we have 
Proof. Consider ν as a vector in R N andν as a vector in R 2N , as in Remark 3.7. By the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, the distribution of X t is given by E[X t ] = B t ν, and the distribution ofX t is given by E[X t ] = B tν . By applying Lemma 3.10 t times, we obtainΠ(B t ν) = B tΠ (ν). Recall from Remark 3.7 thatΠ(ν) =ν. Hence, we haveΠ(E[X t ]) = E[X t ], and the result follows.
The following lemma follows easily from the definition of B and the basic notion of conditional probability.
Lemma 3.12. LetX be as in the above proposition. Write E * for the expectation conditioned onX never leaving the layer it starts in (i.e. never jumps from X 0 to X 1 , or from X 1 to X 0 ). Then, under E * ,X jumps according to the transition matrix C 0 0 A .
Intuitively, under E * ,X either jumps in X 0 following transition matrix C, or in X 1 following transition matrix A, depending on which layer it starts in.
Exponential moment bounds
We will now consider two independent copies of our Markov chain on the split space, and show that the first meeting time of these chains admits exponential moments. The proof of this theorem will be done in a number of steps. First, we will introduce some more notation.
Let K t denote the number of jumps, up to time t, that result in bothX anď Y being in X 1 when they were not both in X 1 previously, and denote by t k the time of the k th such transition. That is, let t 0 = 0 and
i.e. the first time the chains meet in X 1 , both having jumped from a state in X 1 .
Lemma 3.14. Let G * (β) be the function defined in Proposition 3.4 , that is, the supremum over starting states of the moment generating function of the first meeting time on the basic (unsplit) state space X of two independent Markov chains with transition matrix A. Then, for anyx,y ∈X ,
where Pxy is the probability conditioned onX 0 =x andY 0 =y.
Proof. Note that, conditioned on {KŤ = k},X andY do not leave X 1 between t k , the k th time they arrive in X 1 when they were not both in X 1 previously, andŤ , the time at which they next meet in X 1 . Write E * for the expectation conditioned on bothX andY not leaving the layers they start in. Then 
and the result follows.
We shall now seek to bound the components of the sum in Lemma 3.14. 
where we recall that γ ∈ (0, 1). Then q γ ∈ (0, 1) and, for anyx,y ∈X and any
Proof. The fact that q γ ∈ (0, 1) is clear, as we are working with a finite state space, and the independent chains almost surely meet after a finite time. Now, suppose first thatx,y ∈ X 1 . Then, under Pxy, {KŤ = 0} is the event that the split chainsX andY meet before either of them leaves X 1 . As they are independent, at each transition the probability that both chains will jump to X 1 is γ 2 . Further, by Lemma 3.12, for as long as the chains remain in X 1 , they jump following transition matrix A. Hence,
Now let k ≥ 1. Each time the chains both arrive in X 1 when they were not both in X 1 previously, they will either meet before one of them leaves X 1 , or they will not. Considering these as successes and failures, a geometric trials argument yields
where, in the notation of Definition 3.6, we define q(x 1 ,y 1 ; n) = q(x, y; n) for notational simplicity. Now suppose that eitherx ∈ X 0 ory ∈ X 0 . Clearly the chains must first both arrive in X 1 before they can meet in X 1 , so Pxy(KŤ = 0) = 0. For k ≥ 1, we have
Putting this together, we deduce the result. Proof. It will be useful to consider two independent geometric random variables
where we adopt the definition of the probability mass function of Q ∼ Geom(p) as being given by P(Q = k) = (1 − p) k−1 p for k ≥ 1. Ifx,y ∈ X 1 then t 1 is the time taken for either of the chains to leave X 1 , plus the time taken for both chains to return to X 1 . It follows from an application of the strong Markov property that these times are independent. We therefore have that
If eitherx ∈ X 0 ory ∈ X 0 then t 1 is just the time taken for both chains to arrive in X 1 , so in this case t 1 d = Q 2 . Similarly, for k ≥ 2, t k − t k−1 is the time taken for either of the chains to leave X 1 , plus the time taken for both chains to return to X 1 , and these times are independent, so it follows that t k − t k−1
By Lemma 3.1, we can make a new choice of β > 0, which depends only on γ and q γ , such that
It follows from another application of the strong Markov property that t k − t k−1 is independent of t 1 , . . . , t k−1 for each k. Then, for k ≥ 1,
Proof of Theorem 3.13. Substituting the bounds given by Lemmas 3.15 and 3.16 into (3.1), we obtain Exy e βŤ ≤ G * (2β)
. This is valid provided that β is chosen to be at least as small as the β given in Lemma 3.16. The expression above is finite provided that β is also sufficiently small to ensure that G * (2β) is finite, which can be guaranteed by Proposition 3.4. Note that this choice of β depends only on A, γ and q γ .
With this β, we have
Exy e βŠ ≤ sup
Exy e βŤ < ∞.
By Lemma 3.1, for any ǫ > 0 there existsβ > 0 such that H * (β) ≤ 1 + ǫ for all β ∈ 0,β . Finally, we see thatβ depends only on A, γ, ǫ, and on q γ , which is itself a function of A and γ. In particular,β does not depend on B except through A and γ. Proof. By Proposition 3.11, X has the same marginal distribution asX, ignoring the splitting, and similarly for Y . Hence T , the first meeting time of X and Y , is less than or equal (in distribution) toŠ, the first meeting time ofX andY , which we showed has the required bound in Theorem 3.13.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let X and Y be two independent copies of the Markov chain on X with transition matrix B. Let T = inf{t ≥ 0 : X t = Y t } be the first meeting time of these chains, as in the previous Corollary. Let µ, ν ∈ M (recall Definition 3.2). Write P t for the transition operator of X (and Y ), so that P t µ is the law of X t given X 0 ∼ µ, and P t ν is the law of Y t given Y 0 ∼ ν. It is easy to see that, conditioned on {T ≤ t}, X t and Y t have the same distribution. It follows that
By Corollary 3.17, for any ǫ > 0, there existsβ > 0, which depends only on A, γ and ǫ, such that sup
Then, by Markov's inequality,
Let s > t. Replacing ν by P s−t µ in the above, we obtain
Since this holds for all s > t, we see that {P t µ} t≥0 is a Cauchy sequence in M, and hence converges to an element π ∈ M, and from (3.2), π is independent of the initial measure µ. Taking the limit as s → ∞ in the above, it follows that
Hence, a Markov chain under the measure induced by B is uniformly ergodic. Further, as noted above, the rate of convergenceβ does not depend on B except through A and γ, and we may take ǫ arbitrarily small, with a corresponding decrease inβ.
Ergodic BSDEs
We now introduce an 'Ergodic BSDE' (EBSDE) as an infinite horizon equation of the form
A solution of this equation is a triple (Y, Z, λ) such that (4.1) holds a.s. for all finite values of t and T such that 0 ≤ t < T , where, as usual Y and Z are adapted processes of appropriate dimension, and where λ ∈ R is a constant. Note that, unlike in our discounted BSDEs where the constant α is given, here λ is to be found as part of the solution. We will follow the method given in Section 4 of [6] , which is itself based on the work of [10] and [8] . Throughout this section we will assume that X is a uniformly ergodic, time-homogeneous Markov chain on X with transition matrix A, and that the driver f : X × R N → R is γ-balanced, Markovian, and independent of y and t. Under these assumptions, we shall prove a result on the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the EBSDE (4.1).
Lemma 4.1. Under the assumptions stated above, let Z, Z
′ be any two deterministic, or Markovian, R N -valued processes which do not depend on t, defined up to equivalence ∼ M . Then there exists a probability measure Q on (Ω, F ) such that the following conditions hold:
• Q is equivalent to P on F t for every finite t,
* M u+1 is a martingale under Q, and
• under Q, X is a uniformly ergodic Markov chain, and the constants of ergodicity R, ρ depend only on A and γ.
Proof. Let ψ(ω, t, z, z ′ ) be the random field associated with f , as given in Definition 2.8. By our assumptions on f and the processes Z, Z ′ , there exists a (deterministic) matrix Ψ
holds for all t. It follows from the properties of ψ given in Definition 2.8 that Ψ Z,Z ′ is a transition matrix, and that Ψ
Let Q be the probability measure under which X is a Markov chain with transition matrix Ψ Z,Z ′ . Since Ψ Z,Z ′ ∼ γ A, the matrices Ψ Z,Z ′ and A have the same pattern of zero entries, so that the possible jumps of X are the same under Q and P. As we are in a discrete time, finite state setting, it follows immediately that Q is equivalent to P on F t for every finite t. We also have that
from which it follows that E Q M t+1 −M t F t = 0, so thatM is a martingale under Q as required. The final statement is the result of Theorem 3.5.
Remark 4.2. As we saw in Lemma 2.12 and Corollary 2.13, the Z part of the solution of our discounted BSDE is constant (i.e. deterministic and independent of t), though the result above holds just as well for any Markovian processes Z, Z ′ , provided they are still independent of t. If they do depend on t then X will in general be a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain under Q, in which case the notion of uniform ergodicity is no longer meaningful. Nevertheless, in an analogous context, [2] uses the continuous time version of the ergodicity estimates we obtained in Section 3 (as given in [6] ) to prove the existence of solutions of continuous time BSDEs up to unbounded stopping times. 
the unique bounded solution (as given in Theorem 2.5) of the discounted BSDE
uniformly in x and α, and hence there exists a sequence α n ց 0 such that
for some λ ∈ R and some function v : X → R.
Proof. Let C > 0 be a bound on |f (·, 0)|. It then follows from Theorem 2.5 that |v α (·)| ≤ C/α. By Lemma 4.1, there exists a measure Q α such that
is a martingale under Q α . Moreover, X is uniformly ergodic under Q α , and the constants of ergodicity R, ρ do not depend on α. Writing P α t δ x for the law of X t under Q α given X 0 = x, we see from the proof of Theorem 3.5 that
for all x, x ′ ∈ X . From the one-step dynamics of (4.2), we obtain
It follows by induction that
Then, for any x, x ′ ∈ X , we have
We therefore have the bound
which holds for all x, x ′ ∈ X and all α > 0. Since α|v α (·)| ≤ C (and we may certainly assume that R > 1), we see that (4.3) is satisfied with C ′ = 2CR(1 − e −ρ ) −1 . By the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem, there exists a sequence α n ց 0 such that α n v αn (x 0 ) → λ and
for all x ∈ X , for some λ ∈ R and some function v : X → R. Note that |λ| and |v( · )| are both bounded by C ′ . Finally, we notice that, for any x ∈ X ,
so the convergence of this sequence to λ holds for all x.
We are now in a position to prove existence of solutions to our Ergodic BSDE. 
However, since 1 Mt+1 = 0, and f does not distinguish between values of Z u up to equivalence ∼ Mu+1 , we can equally write Z 
It follows that
and we see that (Y, Z, λ) is indeed a solution of the EBSDE (4.4).
By Proposition 2.2, there exists a measure Q such that
is a martingale under Q. Taking an E Q expectation in (4.5), we obtaiñ
SinceỸ is uniformly bounded, taking the limit T → ∞ givesλ = 0, so that λ = λ ′ . Substituting back into (4.5) and taking an E Q [ · | F 0 ] expectation gives
Suppose further that Y ′ and Z ′ are Markovian and do not depend on t, so that in particular there exists a function
. Then the measure Q may be taken to be the measure given by Lemma 4.1, so that X is still a uniformly ergodic Markov chain under Q. Writingπ for the ergodic measure of X under Q, it follows from (4.6) that, for any x ∈ X ,
Since the right hand side is independent of x, we see that v(x) = v ′ (x) + c for all x, and hence that Y t = Y Then, by the invariance property (4.7),
and rearranging gives the first result.
By Lemma 4.1, there exists a probability measure Q such that, under Q,
is a martingale and X is still a uniformly ergodic Markov chain. Let π v denote the ergodic measure of X under Q. From (4.8), and the invariance property (4.7), we have
and rearranging gives the second result.
Remark 4.7. Under the additional assumption that X has no transient states, it follows from the one-step dynamics of (4.4) , that the EBSDE solution (v(X t ), v, λ) is also a solution of the vector equation
where f (v) denotes the vector with entries e * k f (v) = f (e k , v). Further, this solution is unique up to equality in λ and a constant shift in v.
We now provide a comparison theorem for Ergodic BSDEs, concerning the λ part of the solution. 
for the corresponding bounded, stationary, Markovian solutions given in Theorem 4.4. By Lemma 4.1, there exists a probability measure Q such that, under Q,
is a martingale and X is still a uniformly ergodic Markov chain. Writeπ for the ergodic measure of X under Q. Taking the difference of the EBSDEs, and applying the invariance property (4.7), we have
and hence, by rearrangement,
Optimal Ergodic Control
As an application of the theory we have just developed for discrete time Ergodic BSDEs, we shall now present a treatment of an ergodic control problem. We will follow the method given in Section 5.2 of [6] , which is itself based on the work of [10] and [8] .
Suppose that
• Under P, X is a uniformly ergodic Markov chain on X with transition matrix A,
• U is a space of 'controls', which we assume to be a topological space, equal to a countable union of compact metrizable subsets of itself,
• B (·) is a continuous function which maps each element u ∈ U to a transition matrix B u such that B u ∼ γ A, for some fixed γ ∈ (0, 1),
• L : X × U → R is a cost function, which we assume to be bounded, measurable in x and continuous in u.
Define the ergodic cost
where
• U is a U-valued adapted process, which we shall also refer to as a 'control',
• E U x is the expectation under which X 0 = x, and for any given pair (ω, t), X jumps according to transition matrix B Ut(ω) .
We wish to minimize J(x, U ) over all controls U . Our approach is to work with the probability measure under which X jumps at time t according to the transition matrix B Ut . As we have made no Markov or time-homogeneity assumptions on U , X will in general not be a Markov chain under our new measure.
We define the Hamiltonian
Note that f is finite valued and that f ( · , 0) is bounded. By Lemma 2. • If the infimum in (5.1) is attained, then the controlŪ t = κ(X t , Z t ) satisfies J(x,Ū ) =λ.
• 
Since f is the infimum over all controls, we havē
As Y T − Y 0 is uniformly bounded, it follows that λ ≤ lim sup
L(X s , U s ) = J(x, U ).
If (5.4) holds, then equality holds throughout the above, and we see that λ = J(x, U ).
If the infimum in (5.1) is attained, then we know that (5.2) holds for some measurable function κ : X × R N → U. SettingŪ s = κ(X s , Z s ), we have that (5.4) holds, so thatλ = J(x,Ū ).
Even if the infimum in (5.1) is not attained, by (5.3), there exists a measurable function τ : N × X × R N → U such that L(x, τ (s, x, z)) + z * (B τ (s,x,z) − A)x < f (x, z) + 2 −s .
SettingÛ s = τ (s, X s , Z s ), (5.5) reduces tō
and it follows thatλ = J(x,Û ).
In particular, the controlsŪ s = κ(X s , v) (assuming the function κ exists) andÛ s = τ (s, X s , v) are optimal feedback controls.
Remark 5.2. We note thatÛ s is time-dependent, but that for any ǫ > 0, a timehomogenous feedback control satisfying J(x,Û ) ≤λ + ǫ can also be attained by settingÛ s = τ ǫ (X s , v), where τ ǫ satisfies (5.3).
It is worth noticing that the λ we have obtained is optimal in the class of all strategies, not only among those of feedback type. If we had approached our problem purely through the equations obtained from (4.9) and (5.2), this optimality would require separate analysis.
As noted above, (5.4) is a sufficient condition to guarantee that J(x, U ) =λ. In [10] and [6] , among others, in analogous contexts, it is stated that this is also a necessary condition. However, this is incorrect, as modifying the value of an optimal control over any finite time horizon does not affect the associated ergodic cost. Indeed, in our setting we have shown that we can always construct an optimal control such that (5.4) does not necessarily hold at any time s.
Remark 5.3. We have assumed that the Markov chain X and the cost function L are time-homogeneous. However, by considering the cyclic classes of X, it is not hard to extend the result of Theorem 5.1 to the case when both X and L are periodic in time.
Conclusion
We have shown that, when our underlying process is a uniformly ergodic Markov chain, Ergodic BSDEs with γ-balanced, Markovian drivers admit bounded Markovian solutions. We have also shown how these equations arise in the context of control problems when considering an ergodic cost functional, so that it is the long term asymptotic behaviour of the process that is important.
This has involved extending the existing theory of discrete time BSDEs to an infinite time horizon setting, in order to prove the existence of unique bounded solutions to a class of discounted BSDEs. We then showed how, by taking a suitable limit in these equations, we can obtain solutions to corresponding Ergodic BSDEs. A notable step in the proof involved finding ergodicity estimates for a discrete time Markov chain which hold uniformly for a suitable class of transition matrices, a result which is interesting in its own right.
When considering Ergodic BSDEs, we made Markovian and time-homogeneity assumptions on the underlying process X and on our driver function f . However, we note that a significant amount of the preceding theory, including our construction of solutions to discounted BSDEs, holds much more generally, without any Markovian assumptions.
Throughout, we have considered discrete time (E)BSDEs as entities in their own right, rather than as approximations to the continuous time case. The precise connections and the extent to which our results approximate the corresponding continuous time theory remain to be explored.
One extension of our theory would be to the case where the underlying process is defined on a countably infinite state space, though it is expected that the majority of our analysis will remain essentially the same.
